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Warrior Queen:Answering the Call of The Morrigan is a powerful anthology about the Irish Celtic
Goddess. Each contributor brings The Morrigan to life with unique stories that invite readers to
partake and inspire them to pen their own. Included are essays, poems, stories, chants, rituals,
and art from dozens of story-tellers and artists from around the world, illustrating and recounting
the many ways this powerful Goddess of war, death, and prophecy has changed their
lives.Praise for Warrior Queen"In a world wounded by the elusiveness of god's feminine face, it
is the poetry of those who still see Her that becomes our most potent medicine. To that end,
Warrior Queen is a bountiful apothecary of healing muse and exquisite word-witchery. This is an
essential read for these extraordinary times. Read, dream, grieve, then tend to Her timely rising."-
Danielle Dulsky, Author of The Holy Wild, The Sacred Hags Oracle, Seasons of Moon and
Flame, and Woman Most Wild"Warrior Queen is a beautiful tribute to the Morrigan and the
personal journeys of those who have answered her call. The prayers, stories, and artwork
included will help light the way for others seeking connection with this powerful goddess." -
Stephanie Woodfield, Author of Celtic Lore & Spellcraft of the Dark Goddess: Invoking the
Morrigan, Dark Goddess Craft: A Journey through the Heart of Transformation, and Priestess of
The Morrigan: Prayers, Rituals & Devotional Work to the Great Queen

"In a world wounded by the elusiveness of god's feminine face, it is the poetry of those who still
see Her that becomes our most potent medicine. To that end, Warrior Queen is a bountiful
apothecary of healing muse and exquisite word-witchery. This is an essential read for these
extraordinary times. Read, dream, grieve, then tend to Her timely rising."-Danielle Dulsky, Author
of The Holy Wild, The Sacred Hags Oracle, Seasons of Moon and Flame, and Woman Most
Wild"Warrior Queen is a beautiful tribute to the Morrigan and the personal journeys of those who
have answered her call. The prayers, stories, and artwork included will help light the way for
others seeking connection with this powerful goddess."-Stephanie Woodfield, Author of Celtic
Lore & Spellcraft of the Dark Goddess: Invoking the Morrigan, Dark Goddess Craft: A Journey
through the Heart of Transformation, and Priestess of The Morrigan: Prayers, Rituals &
Devotional Work to the Great Queen--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorTrista Hendren founded Girl God Books in 2011 to support a necessary unraveling of the
patriarchal world view of divinity. Her first book-The Girl God, a children's picture book-was a
response to her own daughter's inability to see herself reflected in God. Since then, she has
published more than 30 books by a dozen women from across the globe with help from her
family. Originally from Portland, Oregon - she now lives in Bergen, Norway with her family. You
can find a complete list of her publications and other offerings at www.thegirlgod.com.Jessica
Johnson is a contemporary witch and tarot reader who has been on the pagan path for about 20



years. She is a mom to 3 active kids and also runs a tarot reading business, Stellar Tarot.
Jessica loves to garden, read, write, paint and knit. Her YouTube channel, StellarRainDancer, is
dedicated to talking about tarot, witchcraft, shamanism and pagan parenting. Jessica has been
a Daughter of The Morrigan for a few years now-and is committed to bringing a modern, fresh
take to the pagan community on working with traditionally darker goddesses.Pat Daly (editor) is
a mother of three daughters and proud grandma. A published author / writer on career and job
search issues, Pat lives in Portland, Oregon. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Warrior Queen:Answering the Callof The Morrigana Girl God AnthologyEdited by Trista
Hendren,Jessica Johnsonand Pat DalyCover Art by Arna Baartz©2021 All Rights
Reserved978-82-93725-10-7www.thegirlgod.comThis special Kindle Edition of Warrior Queen
has been revised to fit Kindle formatting. You can view many of the photographs on the Girl God
Books Facebook .All writings and art are the property of individual contributors. All rights
reserved. None of the writings or artwork herein may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without prior written permission from the author or artist.Praise for
Warrior Queen"In a world wounded by the elusiveness of god's feminine face, it is the poetry of
those who still see Her that becomes our most potent medicine. To that end, Warrior Queen is a
bountiful apothecary of healing muse and exquisite word-witchery. This is an essential read for
these extraordinary times. Read, dream, grieve, then tend to Her timely rising."-Danielle Dulsky,
Author of The Holy Wild, The Sacred Hags Oracle, Seasons of Moon and Flame, and Woman
Most Wild"Warrior Queen is a beautiful tribute to the Morrigan and the personal journeys of
those who have answered her call. The prayers, stories, and artwork included will help light the
way for others seeking connection with this powerful goddess." - Stephanie Woodfield, Author
of Celtic Lore & Spellcraft of the Dark Goddess: Invoking the Morrigan, Dark Goddess Craft: A
Journey through the Heart of Transformation, and Priestess of The Morrigan: Prayers, Rituals &
Devotional Work to the Great QueenGirl God BooksMy Name is the MorriganThe Morrigan
remains one of the most misunderstood goddesses of the Celtic pantheon. Her mythology is a
tangled web of various guises, deeds, and battles—and even her name is a bit of a mystery!
Dive into the world of the Goddess of Death, and learn about what The Morrigan really has to
teach us--and, maybe you'll find that She, and death, aren't so scary after all!Re-visioning
Medusa: from Monster to Divine WisdomA remarkable collection of essays, poems, and art by
scholars who have researched Her, artists who have envisioned Her, and women who have
known Her in their personal story. All have spoken with Her and share something of their
communion in this anthology.Inanna's Ascent: Reclaiming Female PowerInanna's Ascent
examines how females can rise from the underworld and reclaim their power, sovereignly
expressed through poetry, prose and visual art. All contributors are extraordinary women in their
own right, who have been through some difficult life lessons—and are brave enough to share
their stories.Original Resistance: Reclaiming Lilith, Reclaiming OurselvesThere is, perhaps, no
more powerful archetype of female resistance than Lilith. As women across the globe rise up
against the patriarchy, Lilith stands beside them, misogyny’s original challenger. This anthology
—a chorus of voices hitting chords of defiance, liberation, anger and joy—reclaims the
goodness of women bold enough to hold tight to their essence. Through poetry, prose,
incantation, prayer and imagery, women from all walks of life invite you to join them in the
revolutionary act of claiming their place—of reclaiming themselves.On the Wings of Isis:
Reclaiming the Sovereignty of AusetFor centuries, women have lived, fought and died for their
equality, independence and sovereignty. Originally known as Auset, the Egyptian Goddess Isis



reveals such a path. Unfurl your wings and join an array of strong women who have embodied
the Goddess of Ten Thousand Names to celebrate their authentic selves.New Love: a
reprogramming toolbox for undoing the knotsA powerful combination of emotional/spiritual
techniques, art and inspiring words for women who wish to move away from patriarchal thought.
New Love includes a mixture of compelling thoughts and suggestions for each day, along with a
“toolbox” to help you change the parts of your life you want to heal.Hearts Aren't Made of
GlassMy Journey from Princess of Nothing to Goddess of My Own Damned Life—a memoir of
sorts by Trista Hendren.How to Live Well Despite Capitalist PatriarchyA book challenging
societal assumptions to help women become stronger and break free of their chains.The Girl
GodA book for children young and old, celebrating the Divine Female by Trista Hendren.
Magically illustrated by Elisabeth Slettnes with quotes from various faith traditions and feminist
thinkers.Tell Me WhyA feminist twist of the creation story told with love from a mother to her son,
in hopes of crafting a different world for them both. Written by Trista Hendren / Illustrated by
Elisabeth Slettnes.My Name is MedusaThe story of the greatly misunderstood Goddess,
including why she likes snakes. My Name is Medusa explores the “scary” dark side, the potency
of nature and the importance of dreams. Arna Baartz gorgeously illustrates this tale by Glenys
Livingstone, teaching children (big and small) that our power often lies in what we have been
taught to fear and revile. Complete list of Girl God publications at www.thegirlgod.com“Within the
war we are all waging with the forces of death, subtle and otherwise, conscious or not –I am not
only a casualty, I am also a warrior.”–Audre LordePrefaceJoey MorrisIntroductionJessica
JohnsonA Note on Styles, Preferences and LanguageTrista HendrenCasting the Circle of The
Great QueenNikki Wardwell SleathThe Great QueenAndrea RedmondPainted In Blood &
WoadPhoenix AngelisCall of The MorriganJessica JohnsonThe MorriganLisbeth Cheever-
GessamanWhen the Warrior Doesn’t WinBarbara Whiterose Marie McSweeney PhDMacha’s
CurseStephanie WoodfieldCrow Woman: Morrigan of Sacred WrathIriome R. Martín
AlonsoMorrigan, Mother of Sacred Wrath: Why Being Angry is NecessaryIriome R. Martín
AlonsoWoman of Fire and Solar Alchemy: My Personal Vision of The MorrighanArlene
BaileyMagic and Mystery: Answering Her CallArlene BaileyThe Morrighan SpeaksArlene
BaileyCrow GuardianArna BaartzBirth of WarJaclyn CherieMorrigan and Her CrowsPaul
NixonWhere You’re Supposed to BeMolly RemerA Shriek GoddessyClaire DoreyFox
GoddessAlissa DeLaFuenteOfferingAlissa DeLaFuenteRavenAlissa DeLaFuenteAnswering The
Morrigan's Call: Walking Beneath the Raven's EyeKaren StormingerA Blessing for the Brave and
TenderMolly RemerThe HunterAndrea RedmondThe Shining OnesMolly RemerBirth, Death and
Rebirth—How The Morrigan Restored My SovereigntyA personal essay by Dr Karen WardRise
of The MorriganPaul NixonA Seed DreamMolly RemerSometimesJessica
JohnsonMorriganLaura CameronFinding the Strength to Love and Re-Claiming My
SovereigntyDeborah A. MeyerriecksRavenspiritLaura CameronBadass Warrior GoddessSharon
SmithThe Morrigan MaskLauren RaineEel Kundalini, St Patriarch and the Wide Sargasso
SeaClaire DoreyI am The MorriganKat ShawHow to Make a GladiatHERBek ParozBeyond Their



EyesRosanna Maria MaherShe’s Always Been With MeKerry PurdyA Pagan Prayer to the
RavenNicola O'HanlonSovereignty Under The MorriganJoey MorrisOn the Wing of
MorriganBarbara O' MearaThe VigilArlene BaileyAwaken the MorrighanArlene BaileyMy
Morrigan StorySam (Bo) ThompsonMy MorriganAshley McCormackChanneledRosanna Maria
MaherThe Price of Answering her CallSionainn McLeanMy Name is The MorriganArna
BaartzCalling in the MorriganTeresa HessDarkarmaSharon SmithMorrigan IILaura CameronThe
Raven and the WrenErika LoppThe Young SovereignAndrea RedmondMysteries of the DarkKay
Louise AldredSword at my BackKaren StormingerStrength in SofteningJessica JohnsonA
Reckoning with The MorriganIris EveMór Ríoghain – A Corvid VisionIyana RashilI Inherit Your
Name, MorriganMary Ellen TalleyBecoming MorriganBarbara O' MearaMy Final OfferingRaya
Elyse BencivengaFrom Go to GoddessAlyssa SpungenThe Washer at the FordLauren
HersheyThe Curse of The MorriganLauren RaineSamhain Eve at the RiverH. Byron BallardWar
Crow Mixed Media StatueMolly RobertsThe Morrigan SpeaksThe ReclamationMolly RemerI am
the MorriganBarbara O' MearaWarrior Queen Wake-Up CallTrista HendrenList of
ContributorsTrista's AcknowledgmentsJessica's AcknowledgmentsPrefaceJoey MorrisAnger is
at the roots, inviting a kind of war.It burns and bubbles there, wrathful, terrible and necessary,
daring to break the chains of apathetic thinking.It is the combustive element that lights a spark
amongst the gunpowder, until all the rotten foundations are burning, breaking under their
outdated weight, and with a snap of reckoning, change is ushered in: the whole prison comes
tumbling down.Beyond the Morrigan's anger there are only ashes; remnants of what once was
that did not serve and so met its end.Here she extends a soot-stained hand inviting you to mark
your face ready for battle, to grit your teeth through the thin veneer of the extinct that lines them,
to cry out for justice and change, to howl and gnash in defiance. We live in a world where it is
fashionable to be well-liked, beautiful in your softness, appeasing and compliant.Simply smile
and carry on. Don't make waves. Speak softly and flash your flesh. Make them like you.But the
Morrigan was never one for platitudes. She is the overstretched jaw screaming for bloody justice,
mouth tearing at the cheeks beyond the level of comfort, her teeth bared wide, sharp, and
menacing. Muscular and limber, ready to crush skulls, or a phantom displaying all the
discomforts of Death, like a veil stretched over a rotten corpse.All depending on Her mood, of
course, She never was one for standing still, or fulfilling expectation. Describing her aesthetic is
like grabbing at water.Her anger is deep and dangerous, shifting the narrative of entire worlds
with a countenance designed for dread... your comfort level is not required. You grow in
pain.Morrigan trucks in blood, and pain, and death, and prophecy. You cannot live in anger, not
always, because you become senseless and blind—but without it, you become a cold shell of
yourself, disastrous in your neglect of self. Laying down to die, because all the fight has drained.
And The Morrigan guards your death, tailor-picked by Her bloody hand, knowing ahead of time
where and when you will fall. It belongs to Her and inviting otherwise incites a simmering rage.To
court such emptiness, to give up the ghost, to forget everything that should matter... is not
acceptable.And so She stands crooked on one left limb, screeching insults to get a rise, to



torment you into action, any action, as long as you move.And you will move.Trust and
believe.When the Morrigan calls to us, it will be in the hardest times of our lives, when we are
wracked with pain, fear, guilt, or languish into despondency or apathy.It takes courage to answer
Her, and stay by her side, as She forges you anew from the fires of your hurt, your anguish…
and so I honour all of those within these pages for their bravery, their honesty, and their integrity
in speaking of their experiences.And to Jess, a glorious warrior and dear friend.Hail to the
MorriganMother to my GloryMother of my storyThe bloodyAndThe GorySpeak all who died
before me‘Memento Mori’Hail to the MorriganIntroductionJessica JohnsonOver the past year,
I’ve been slowly gathering stories, poems, chants, songs, and rituals about The Morrigan from
people all over the world. This powerful Irish goddess has had quite the reputation over the years
as being vengeful and problematic to work with, and I knew when I began my path with her that it
wasn’t always going to be easy. But reading the words and seeing the art that has been created
in her name, seeing the different ways that The Morrigan has moved people to create, has
shown me proof many times over that she isn’t the scary warrior that people paint her to be.
Those who work closely with The Morrigan know she can be ruthless when she needs to be, but
that this is always a last resort. Why then, do pagans continue to paint her in this dangerous
light?For the same reason that anyone who doesn’t worship God and go to church gets called a
devil-worshiper, or people do a double-take whenever they see a woman wearing a hijab or
niqab. They fear what they do not understand, and they fear things that make them
uncomfortable. The Morrigan is a goddess who makes you face your shadows and your inner
demons, and she doesn’t let you get away with avoiding the work for very long. She puts you
through your paces and doesn’t let you ignore what’s important. She knows that our human life is
precious, that we are not always guaranteed a long and comfortable life, and that we’ll be better
versions of ourselves if we face these issues, heal them, and grow from the experience. The
Morrigan is a mother goddess too, she is not just a fearsome crow, flying over the battlefield,
feasting on the fallen. She is a prophetess, a mighty worker of magick, and a loving, caring
mother who takes steps to protect her own.If you too have been called by The Morrigan, then let
this book be a primer, a guide to what life might be like working with her, and doing her work and
being in her service. Because that’s what working with any deity actually is, being in service to
them. Your service might look like mine, teaching people about her, writing about her guises and
my personal understanding of her, and making it easier for others to take up her work. Or, it
could look like providing services to veterans and people who have actually been through real
war, and are trying to deal with the trauma of what they’ve been through. It could be providing
priest or priestess duties to the community, or even working in activism to bring human rights to
marginalized groups of people, animals, or protection for the environment. Whatever your
service looks like, it’s exactly right for you and her purposes for you.Just like any god or goddess
shrouded in mystery, The Morrigan’s community is vast and varied, and experiences its fair
number of challenges. Whenever you get a bunch of people together to celebrate a goddess of
war, you are bound to see some tempers flare. But within the pages of this book, you will find no



gatekeeping. You will find no racism, sexism, or bigotry. Within this community of children of The
Morrigan, we welcome anyone who is called to work with her, regardless of skin tone, religion,
sexuality, or gender. We welcome you into the circle, and we want to share what we have
experienced of her with you. You may find that there are days when you feel like you just can’t
keep doing the work she has laid at your feet, and those are the days I recommend you pick this
book back up and peruse the pages and find your motivation to keep going. Within these pages
is support, understanding, and stories of people who kept going, or who were remade through
working with her. Within these pages, you are welcome, you are seen, you are safe, and you
belong. So come, sit down, get yourself a comforting beverage of choice, and sit with us. We
have so much we want to share with you.A Note on Styles, Preferences and LanguageTrista
HendrenWarrior Queen contains a variety of writing styles from people around the world. Various
forms of English are included in this anthology and we chose to keep spellings of the writers'
place of origin to honor/honour each individual’s unique voice.It was the expressed intent of the
editors to not police standards of citation, transliteration and formatting. Contributors have
determined which citation style, italicization policy and transliteration system to adopt in their
pieces. The resulting diversity is a reflection of the diversity of academic fields, genres and
personal expressions represented by the authors.[1]Mary Daly wrote long ago that, “Women
have had the power of naming stolen from us.”[2] The quest for our own naming, and our own
language, is never-ending, and each of us attempts it differently.The editors wish to note that
The Morrigan is known by a variety of titles and spellings—and is associated with many other
Goddesses. We chose not to police how contributors addressed Her.People often get caught up
on whether we say Goddess or Girl God or Divine Female vs. Divine Feminine. Personally, I try
to just listen to what the speaker is trying to say. The fact remains that few of us were privileged
with a woman-affirming education—and we all have a lot of time to make up for. Let's all be
gentle with each other through that process.If you find that a particular writing doesn’t sit well
with you, please feel free to use the Al-Anon suggestion: “Take what you like, leave the rest!”
That said, if there aren’t at least several pieces that challenge you, we have not done our job
here.I also want to address the fact that some people who follow Girl God Books seemed to take
issue with publishing an anthology about a Warrior Goddess. I really liked what Stephanie
Woodfield wrote about the word:“Warrior is a term that means many things to different people
and may not be appropriate for you. That’s perfectly okay. The Morrigan gives us each different
marching orders, if you will. Being a devotee of the Morrigan means you are cultivating a deep
connection with this particular Irish goddess; it doesn’t mean you’ve been spiritually recruited
into the Morrigan’s army.”[3]Although I am against war, I am a firm believer in self-defense—and
the protection of women children above all else. I was once described by a reader as a “Peaceful
Warrior digging New Ground.”Personally, I think anyone who is afraid of the word warrior should
take a closer look at themselves, their own (relative) privilege and the realities of most women
around the world. Learn about the Gulabi Gang in India and tell me we don't desperately need
women warriors. As Malcolm X said, “Concerning non-violence: it is criminal to teach people not



to defend themselves when they are the victims of constant brutal attacks.”Whatever your
thoughts, there are a variety of viewpoints expressed in this anthology—and you are sure to
learn something from each of them.At this point, I am comfortable with my middle-aged Mama
Bear Warrior Queen persona. As Sonia Johnson wrote: “I am a warrior in the time of women
warriors; the longing for justice is the sword I carry.” Each anthology that we put out has had a
particular flavor. This book was at times a bit out of my comfort zone—but that is exactly the best
place to be. May The Morrigan continue to stretch us all to be our best selves and create lives
worthy of Warrior Queens.Casting the Circle of The Great QueenNikki Wardwell SleathAmong
other things, I am a witch, healer, founder and leader of a large, private magickal order and long-
term devotee of The Morrigan. As the Great Queen has been entwined in my heart and my
magickal practice in a profound way for so many years and has shown herself in her many
guises to represent a balanced force of the classical magickal elements, I wanted to share these
words of calling her in all of her elemental forms to grace the quarters of the sacred circle. I hope
these words help you to connect to the wholeness of her magick, and to enhance and hallow
your own sacred space.“I call to you, Nemhain, and your elements of the East, and of Air. Raven
shifter, whipping frenzied tempests… Bringer of tests and riddles that challenge the mind and
warp perceptions… Feathered winds of sword-sharp inspiration, I am honored by your presence
in this circle.I call to you, Macha, and your elements of the South, and of Fire. Red-haired queen,
stallion-racing champion of stalwart persistence and courage… Rainer of flame, Wolf-sprinting,
spearpoint dancer and lady of passion, fueling the ability to influence and win battles, I am
honored by your presence in this circle.I call to you, Babd, and your elements of the West, and of
Water. Knowing prophetess, seer, bringer of magickal verses… Riverside washer of the
vestments flowing between life and death, Eel-curving, electrifying and conducting, allowing
vision into the cauldron of mysteries, I am honored by your presence in this circle.I call to you,
Anu, and your elements of the North, and of Earth. Embedded in the land, bestowing
sovereignty and responsibility…Queen of the Mounds of the Otherworld and of the sacred
speaking stone… Woman of the heifer’s power and the ultimate ability to rule, I am honored by
your presence in this circle.I call to you, An Morrioghain, and your elements of the Center, of
Spirit. Spark of mystery uniting heart and soul, embodiment of deep spiritual mystery and the
nature of life and death… Giver and taker, bringer of truths that cut through the questions of
mortality and self and ring the resounding call to a higher purpose. I accept your challenge and
am honored by your presence in this circle. Go raibh maith agat.”

Pagan Portals - The Morrigan: Meeting the Great Queens, The Morrigan: Celtic Goddess of
Magick and Might, The Guises of the Morrigan: The Celtic Irish Goddess of Battle &
Sovereignty: Her Myths, Powers and Mysteries (Celtic Gods and Goddesses), Priestess of The
Morrigan: Prayers, Rituals & Devotional Work to the Great Queen, Dark Goddess Craft: A
Journey through the Heart of Transformation, Wild Magic: Celtic Folk Traditions for the Solitary
Practitioner, The Temple of Hekate: Exploring The Goddess Hekate through Ritual, Meditation



And Divination, Brigid's Light: Tending the Ancestral Flame of the Beloved Celtic Goddess,
Hekate Liminal Rites: A historical study of the rituals, spells and magic of the Torch-bearing
Triple Goddess of the Crossroads (Greek & Anatolian Goddesses), Pagan Portals - Brigid:
Meeting The Celtic Goddess Of Poetry, Forge, And Healing Well, Pagan Portals - Raven
Goddess: Going Deeper with the Morrigan, Keeping Her Keys: An Introduction To Hekate's
Modern Witchcraft, Cath Maige Tuired: A Full English Translation (Irish Myth Translations), The
Spirit of the Celtic Gods and Goddesses: Their History, Magical Power, and Healing Energies,
Tales of Old Ireland: Retold: Ancient Irish Stories Retold for Today (Irish Folklore Series), The
Crooked Path: An Introduction to Traditional Witchcraft, My Name is Brigid, Drawing Down the
Sun: Reclaiming the Magic of the Solar Goddesses, Inanna's Ascent: Reclaiming Female Power,
Entering Hekate's Garden: The Magick, Medicine & Mystery of Plant Spirit Witchcraft, Witchcraft
Therapy: Your Guide to Banishing Bullsh*t and Invoking Your Inner Power, Fairycraft: Following
The Path Of Fairy Witchcraft



Skye, “will you answer the call?. I love that this is a mix of different artworks, poems, stories and
experiences. Many people have been changed by this Great Queen and it’s amazing how each
person has been awoken in similar yet different ways. A great read if you’re interested in building
a relationship with The Morrighan. She speaks to you through others.”

Loulou D., “A must. If you have an interrest in The Morrigan this book is a must ! This book had
been put together with a lot of love ! There is personnal stories, poetry, images and more about
Her ! I already read it twice and this is staying on my night table ! Bravo Jess !”

The book by Trista Hendren has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 16 people have provided feedback.
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